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More Intense, More Frequent, and
Longer Lasting Heat Waves in
the 21st Century
Gerald A. Meehl* and Claudia Tebaldi
A global coupled climate model shows that there is a distinct geographic pattern
to future changes in heat waves. Model results for areas of Europe and North
America, associated with the severe heat waves in Chicago in 1995 and Paris in
2003, show that future heat waves in these areas will become more intense, more
frequent, and longer lasting in the second half of the 21st century. Observations
and the model show that present-day heat waves over Europe and North America
coincide with a speciﬁc atmospheric circulation pattern that is intensiﬁed by
ongoing increases in greenhouse gases, indicating that it will produce more severe
heat waves in those regions in the future.
There is no universal definition of a heat
wave, but such extreme events associated
with particularly hot sustained temperatures have been known to produce notable
impacts on human mortality, regional economies, and ecosystems (1–3). Two welldocumented examples are the 1995 Chicago heat wave (4) and the Paris heat wave of
2003 (5). In each case, severe hot temperatures contributed to human mortality and
caused widespread economic impacts, inconvenience, and discomfort.
In a future warmer climate with increased
mean temperatures, it seems that heat waves
would become more intense, longer lasting, and/
or more frequent (6, 7). However, analyses of
future changes in other types of extreme events,
such as frost days, show that changes are not
evenly distributed in space but are characterized
instead by particular patterns related to larger
scale climate changes (8). Here, we examine
future behavior of heat waves in a global coupled
climate model, the Parallel Climate Model
(PCM). This model has a latitude-longitude resolution of about 2.8° in the atmosphere and a
latitude-longitude resolution of less than 1° in
the ocean, and it contains interacting components of atmosphere, ocean, land surface, and sea
ice. The PCM has been used extensively to
simulate climate variability and climate change
in a variety of applications for 20th- and 21stcentury climate (6, 8–13). We analyzed a fourmember ensemble (i.e., the model was run four
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times from different initial states and the four
members were averaged together to reduce
noise) for 20th-century climate and a five-member ensemble for 21st-century climate. The
former includes the major observed forcings for
the 20th century encompassing greenhouse gases, sulfate aerosols, ozone, volcanic aerosols,
and solar variability (13). The latter uses a “business-as-usual” scenario, which assumes little in
the way of policy intervention to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions in the 21st century (14). We
define the present-day reference period as 1961
to 1990 for model and observations and the
future as the time period from 2080 to 2099.
First, we sought to define a heat wave.
Many definitions could apply to heat waves
that quantify the duration and/or intensity of
either nighttime minima or daytime maxima
(4, 5, 15, 16 ). Here, we used two definitions
of heat waves; each has been shown to be
associated with substantial societal impacts
on human health and economies. The first (4)
evolved from a study of the 1995 Chicago
heat wave; it concentrates on the severity of
an annual “worst heat event” and suggests
that several consecutive nights with no relief
from very warm nighttime minimum temperatures may be most important for health impacts. For present-day climate for North
America and Europe (Fig. 1), the means of
three consecutive warmest nights for observations and the model show good agreement.
Heat waves presently are more severe in the
southeast United States (large areas greater
than 24°C) and less severe in the northwest
United States (equally large areas less than
16°C; Fig. 1, A and C). For Europe, there is
more of a north-south gradient in both obser-
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vations and the model (Fig. 1, B and D), with
more severe heat waves in the Mediterranean
region (most countries bordering the Mediterranean have values greater than 20°C) and
less severe heat in northern Europe (many
areas less than 16°C).
Future changes of worst 3-day heat waves
defined in this way in the model are not uniformly distributed in space but instead show a distinct
geographical pattern (Fig. 1, E and F). Though
differences are positive in all areas, indicative of
the general increase of nighttime minima, heat
wave severity increases more in the western and
southern United States and in the Mediterranean
region, with heat wave severity showing positive
anomalies greater than 3°C in those regions.
Thus, many of the areas most susceptible to heat
waves in the present climate (greatest heat wave
severity in Fig. 1, A to D) experience the greatest
increase in heat wave severity in the future. But
other areas not currently as susceptible, such as
northwest North America, France, Germany, and
the Balkans, also experience increased heat wave
severity in the 21st century in the model.
The second way we chose to define a heat
wave is based on the concept of exceeding specific thresholds, thus allowing analyses of heat
wave duration and frequency. Three criteria
were used to define heat waves in this way,
which relied on two location-specific thresholds
for maximum temperatures. Threshold 1 (T1)
was defined as the 97.5th percentile of the distribution of maximum temperatures in the observations and in the simulated present-day climate
(seasonal climatology at the given location), and
T2 was defined as the 81st percentile. A heat
wave was then defined as the longest period of
consecutive days satisfying the following three
conditions: (i) The daily maximum temperature
must be above T1 for at least 3 days, (ii) the
average daily maximum temperature must be
above T1 for the entire period, and (iii) the daily
maximum temperature must be above T2 for
every day of the entire period (16).
Because the Chicago heat wave of 1995
and the Paris heat wave of 2003 had particularly severe impacts, we chose grid points
from the model that were close to those two
locations to illustrate heat wave characteristics. This choice was subjective and illustrative given that there are, of course, other
well-known heat waves from other locations.
Also, we are not suggesting that a model grid
point is similar to a particular weather station;
we picked these grid points because they
represent heat wave conditions for regions
representative of Illinois and France in the
model, and therefore they can help identify
processes that contribute to changes in heat
waves in the future climate in those regions.
We chose comparable grid points from the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/NCAR reanalyses that used assimilated observational data (17, 18) for comparison to the model results.

For both the Paris- and Chicago-area grid
points for the five-ensemble members, a future increase in heat wave occurrence is predicted (Fig. 2, A and B). For Chicago, the
number of present-day heat waves (1961 to
1990) ranges from 1.09 to 2.14 heat waves
per year for the four-ensemble members,
whereas for future climate, the range shifts to
between 1.65 and 2.44. Thus, the ensemble
mean heat wave occurrence increases 25%
from 1.66 to 2.08 heat waves per year. The
current observed value from NCEP for 1961
to 1990 lies within the present-day range
from the model with a value of 1.40 events
per year. For Paris, the model ranges from
1.18 to 2.17 heat waves per year at present
(the value from the NCEP reanalysis lies
barely outside this range at 1.10 days), with
the future range shifting to between 1.70 and
2.38. Thus, the ensemble mean heat wave
occurrence for the Paris grid point increases
31% from 1.64 to 2.15 heat waves per year.
Both observed values from NCEP fall well

short of the future range from the model,
indicative of the shift to more heat waves per
year in the future climate.
There is a corresponding increase in
duration at both locations (Fig. 2, C and D).
For Chicago, present-day average duration
of heat waves from the four–model ensemble members ranges from 5.39 to 8.85 days,
encompassing the observed value from
NCEP at 6.29 days. For Paris, the presentday model range is 8.33 to 12.69 days, with
the NCEP observation lying within that
range at 8.40 days. For future climate at the
Paris grid point, there is a shift to longer
lived heat waves with average duration increasing from 11.39 days to 17.04 days. For
both of these regions, similar to what was
found for the number of heat waves, the
corresponding grid point values from the
NCEP reanalyses show the duration to be
within or very near the range of the presentday model ensemble members but not the
future ensemble members, indicative of the

Fig. 1. Heat wave severity as the mean annual 3-day worst (warmest) nighttime minima event (4)
from NCEP/NCAR reanalyses, 1961 to 1990, for North America (°C) (A) and Europe (B), and from
the model for North America (C) and Europe (D). The changes of 3-day worst (warmest) nighttime
minima event from the model, future (2080 to 2099) minus present (1961 to 1990) for North
America (°C) (E) and Europe (F) are also shown.
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Fig. 2. Based on the threshold deﬁnition of heat wave (16), mean number of heat waves per year
near Chicago (A) and Paris (B) and mean heat wave duration near Chicago (C) and Paris (D) are
shown. In each panel, the blue diamond marked NCEP indicates the value computed from
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data. The black segment indicates the range of values obtained from the
four ensemble members of the present-day (1961 to 1990) model simulation. The red segment
indicates the range of values obtained from the ﬁve ensemble members of the future (2080 to
2099) model simulation. The single members are marked by individual symbols along the segments.
Dotted vertical lines facilitate comparisons of the simulated ranges/observed value.
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Fig. 3. Height anomalies at 500 hPa (gpm) for the 1995 Chicago heat wave (anomalies for 13 to 14 July
1995 from July 1948 to 2003 as base period), from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (A) and the 2003 Paris
heat wave (anomalies for 1 to 13 August 2003 from August 1948 to 2003 as base period), from
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (B). Also shown are anomalies for events that satisfy the heat wave criteria
in the model in present-day climate (1961 to 1990), computed at grid points near Chicago (C) and Paris
(D). In both cases, the base period is summer [ June, July, August ( JJA)], 1961 to 1990.
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shift in the model to more and longer lived
heat waves in future climate.
Heat waves are generally associated with
specific atmospheric circulation patterns represented by semistationary 500-hPa positive
height anomalies that dynamically produce subsidence, clear skies, light winds, warm-air advection, and prolonged hot conditions at the
surface (15, 19). This was the case for the 1995
Chicago heat wave and 2003 Paris heat wave
(Fig. 3, A and B), for which 500-hPa height
anomalies of over ⫹120 geopotential meters
(gpm) over Lake Michigan for 13 to 14 July
1995 and ⫹180 gpm over northern France for 1
to 13 August 2003 are significant at greater than
the 5% level according to a Student’s t test. A
stratification based on composite present-day
heat waves from the model for these two
locations over the period of 1961 to 1990
(Fig. 3, C and D) shows comparable amplitudes and patterns, with positive 500-hPa
height anomalies in both regions greater than
⫹120 gpm and significance exceeding the
5% level for anomalies of that magnitude.
There is an amplification of the positive
500-hPa height anomalies associated with a
given heat wave for Chicago and Paris for
future minus present climate (Fig. 4, A and
B). Statistically significant (at greater than
the 5% level) ensemble mean heat wave 500hPa differences for Chicago and Paris in the
future climate compared with present-day are
larger by about 20 gpm in the model (comparing Fig. 4, A and B, with Fig. 3, C and D).
The future modification of heat wave characteristics with a distinct geographical pattern
(Fig. 1, E and F) suggests that a change in
climate base state from increasing greenhouse
gases could influence the pattern of those changes. The mean base state change for future climate
shows 500-hPa height anomalies of nearly ⫹55
gpm over the upper Midwest, and about ⫹50
gpm over France for the end of the 21st century
(Fig. 4, C and D, all significant above the 5%
level). The 500-hPa height increases over the
Mediterranean and western and southern United
States for future climate are directly associated
with more intense heat waves in those regions
(Fig. 1, E and F), thus confirming the link between the pattern of increased 500-hPa heights
for future minus present-day climate and increased heat wave intensity in the future climate.
A comparable pattern is present in an ensemble
of seven additional models for North America
for future minus present-day climate, with somewhat less agreement over Europe (fig. S1). In
that region, there is still the general character of
largest positive anomalies over the Mediterranean and southern Europe regions, and smaller
positive anomalies to the north (fig. S1), but
largest positive values occur near Spain, as opposed to the region near Greece as in our model
(Fig. 4D). This also corresponds to a similar
pattern for increased standard deviations of both
summertime nighttime minimum and daytime
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Fig. 4. Height anomalies at 500 hPa (gpm) for events that satisfy the heat wave criteria in the
model in future climate (2080 to 2099) for grid points near Chicago (A) and Paris (B), using the
same base period as in Fig. 3, C and D. Also shown are changes (future minus present) in the
model’s 500-hPa height mean base state, for North America (C) and Europe (D).

maximum temperatures (fig. S2). This is consistent with a widening of the distribution of temperatures in addition to a shift in the mean (5),
and suggests that there is an increase in heat
wave occurrence beyond that driven by changes
in the mean circulation.
The 500-hPa height anomalies are most
strongly related to positive warm season precipitation anomalies over the Indian monsoon region
and associated positive convective heating anomalies that drive mid-latitude teleconnection patterns (such as those in Fig. 4, C and D) in response
to anomalous tropical convective heating in future
climate (figs. S3 to S5). Thus, areas already
experiencing strong heat waves (e.g., southwest,
midwest, and southeast United States and the
Mediterranean region) could experience even
more intense heat waves in the future. But other
areas (e.g., northwest United States, France, Germany, and the Balkans) could see increases of
heat wave intensity that could have more serious
impacts because these areas are not currently as
well adapted to heat waves.
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Discovery of Symbiotic
Nitrogen-Fixing Cyanobacteria
in Corals
Michael P. Lesser,1* Charles H. Mazel,2 Maxim Y. Gorbunov,3
Paul G. Falkowski3,4
Colonies of the Caribbean coral Montastraea cavernosa exhibit a solarstimulated orange-red ﬂuorescence that is spectrally similar to a variety of
ﬂuorescent proteins expressed by corals. The source of this ﬂuorescence is
phycoerythrin in unicellular, nonheterocystis, symbiotic cyanobacteria
within the host cells of the coral. The cyanobacteria coexist with the
symbiotic dinoﬂagellates (zooxanthellae) of the coral and express the nitrogen-ﬁxing enzyme nitrogenase. The presence of this prokaryotic symbiont in a nitrogen-limited zooxanthellate coral suggests that nitrogen
ﬁxation may be an important source of this limiting element for the symbiotic association.
The success of scleractinian corals since
the Triassic (1) has been attributed to the
establishment of a mutualistic symbiosis
between the cnidarian host and a diverse

group of endosymbiotic dinoflagellates
(zooxanthellae). Zooxanthellae, which are
localized within gastrodermal cells of the
cnidarian host, can provide more than
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